This paper presents the results of an investigation into the application flow control technique utilised by YouTube. We reveal and describe the basic properties of YouTube application flow control, which we term block sending, and show that it is widely used by YouTube servers. We also examine how the block sending algorithm interacts with the flow control provided by TCP and reveal that the block sending approach was responsible for over 40% of packet loss events in YouTube flows in a residential DSL dataset and the retransmission of over 1% of all YouTube data sent after the application flow control began. We conclude by suggesting that changing YouTube block sending to be less bursty would improve the performance and reduce the bandwidth usage of YouTube video streams.
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Public Review for Application Flow Control in YouTube Video Streams

Shane Alcock and Richard Nelson
Video traffic, either via wired or wireless networks, is growing fast and leading the demand for network bandwidth. For its major contribution on Internet traffic volume. Its control mechanism has a significant impact on the network performance. This work investigates a control mechanism employed by the most popular video service, YouTube, called "block sending" and shows that their mechanism si worse than vanilla TCP flow control. The paper pitcures a cautiounary tale of how a well-meant feature could actually have tne opposite effect. CCR readers should find it very interesting.
INTRODUCTION
YouTube [1] is a video-on-demand service that allows users to stream user-generated video content through their web browser. According to the Alexa traffic rank [2] , YouTube is currently the third most popular website on the Internet and has been noted in literature as being one of the primary causes behind the recent increases in HTTP traffic observed in measurement studies [3] . As a significant contributor to traffic observed on the Internet, it is especially important that YouTube traffic patterns are understood and modelled correctly by Internet researchers. There has been a notable quantity of work examining client behaviour, e.g. trends in YouTube video popularity [4] [5] , but there has been little research into the behaviour of the YouTube servers themselves. Rather, there seems to be an implicit assumption in the research community that YouTube traffic behaves in much the same way as any other large HTTP download.
This paper presents an initial look at the application flow control utilised by YouTube servers to conserve bandwidth and prevent the client connection from being saturated. We use passive packet header traces of YouTube traffic captured from both an academic and a residential DSL network for our analysis. The YouTube application flow control technique, which we term block sending, has not been previously described in literature. We derive and describe some properties of the block sending algorithm, including the block size and conditions for commencing block sending. We also examine how the algorithm performs in practice and identify instances where the YouTube flow control interacts poorly with the underlying TCP mechanisms, leading to increased congestion and packet loss.
BACKGROUND
For most TCP applications, the control provided by TCP is sufficient to ensure data is transmitted at a fair rate that will not overwhelm the receiver or any of the links along the path. Congestion control [6] prevents the sender from congesting the path to the receiver, while the receive window [7] ensures that the receiver itself is not overwhelmed with more data than it can handle. However, it may also be desirable for the application to provide additional flow control if it is not strictly necessary for the application data to reach the client as fast as TCP would otherwise allow. Instead, the application may limit the rate at which data is passed to the network stack for transmission. The TCP control mechanisms still apply, though, so the effect of the application flow control may be reduced if the connection is already limited by the receive or congestion window.
Video streaming applications, such as YouTube, are an obvious example where application flow control can be useful. Assuming the user watches the video from start to finish, there is little benefit in sending the client data far ahead of where they are currently viewing. Instead, the application can reduce its sending rate to ensure the client has enough data to play the video smoothly without congesting the network. As a result, other applications that the client is using can still achieve satisfactory throughput at the same time and the server can avoid sending unwanted data to the client if the user decides to cease watching the video early.
Application flow control can have a significant impact on the models of network traffic that are used in research, such as simulation studies. Conventional TCP traffic models will not produce a realistic traffic pattern for applications that do not conform to expected "greedy" sending behaviour and instead implement their own flow control. Therefore, it is important to measure and understand the application flow control techniques used by major TCP applications, such as YouTube, so that appropriate models can be developed.
Another reason for measuring application flow control is to evaluate if it is performing as intended, particularly in parallel with the underlying TCP control mechanisms. Application behaviour that may seem like a good idea can have unintended consequences at the TCP level, leading to excessive packet loss, congestion window reductions and lessened throughput. Discovering and highlighting such problems will enable the application developers to rectify them, leading to improved application performance.
DATASETS
For this study, we have examined YouTube video streams from two different packet header trace sets from the WITS archive [8] . The Auckland data set was selected from the Auckland X trace set that was captured in October 2009 at the University of Auckland, New Zealand. At the time of capture, KAREN (the New Zealand research and education network) [9] peered directly with the Google autonomous system that YouTube is hosted within. As a result, all connections between Auckland and YouTube were over a research network with high bandwidth and capacity. This enabled us to examine YouTube behaviour in a context where congestion (and the resulting packet loss) was minimal.
The ISP data set was extracted from the ISP C-II trace set that was captured from a New Zealand ISP in January 2010. To examine the YouTube session behaviour where packet loss due to path congestion was common, we filtered the traces to only include residential DSL customers. In contrast to the Auckland data, connections between the ISP users and YouTube occurred over links with a much lower capacity and bandwidth-per-user and are more representative of the experience of the average New Zealand consumer.
We filtered the unencrypted packet traces to only include traffic to and from IP addresses that resolved to known hostnames for YouTube video servers. The IP addresses were provided by the authors of [10] , meaning that local New Zealand caches have been excluded from our analysis 1 . The filtered traces were then processed using the flight analysis module included with libtcpcsm [11] to produce a record of observed TCP flights and loss events for each YouTube flow. Flows where the server transmitted less than 1 MB data were discarded, as these were too short to provide reliable information about the application flow control. For applications where the sender is unlikely to be waiting on user interaction, such as video streams, the flight sizes should match the largest amount of data that the sender can transmit within the limits of the congestion and flow control algorithms. We can therefore examine the sending behaviour of the YouTube servers by analysing the pattern of flights sent for each video stream. The resulting datasets are described in Table 1 . The filtered YouTube datasets represent 7.4% and 3.9% of the TCP port 80 traffic observed in the Auckland and ISP traces respectively. Figure 1 is a time sequence graph created using tcptrace [12] that depicts a typical YouTube video stream flow from the Auckland dataset. The pattern of flights clearly changes approximately eight seconds into the flow. Prior to that point, the sending pattern conforms to the expected TCP slow-start behaviour, where the sending rate grows as data is successfully received and acknowledged by the client. Afterwards, the sender transmits data at a constant rate that is much slower that what had been achieved earlier. As no packets were lost, the sender should not be limited by its congestion window and the large gap between flights suggests that the TCP buffer has not been restricted. The receive window line also clearly indicates that the client can accept more data than the server is providing.
YOUTUBE FLOW CONTROL
Therefore, we conclude that the YouTube application is responsible for the decreased sending rate. We observe that the application is writing consistently sized blocks to the network stack at a reduced rate to limit the amount of data that is sent to the client. The YouTube server sends the video as fast as possible for an initial buffering period before settling into the constant sending rate. This rate is probably at or slightly above the playback speed, so as to maintain the buffer and ensure smooth playback for the client while minimising the amount of bandwidth used by the flow.
Based on manual inspection of the flight records and time sequence graphs for individual YouTube flows, we summarise the primary characteristics of the YouTube application flow control (which we shall henceforth refer to as block sending) as follows:
• The gap between blocks greatly exceeds the inter-flight gaps observed during the initial buffering phase. This gap often exceeds one round-trip time (RTT).
• The packet rate when transmitting blocks is very high; flights sent during block sending have very short durations, i.e. time between the first and last packet.
• The block writes are typically a multiple of 64 kilobytes in size, with some rare exceptions (see §5.2).
• Flight sizes during block sending will never exceed the congestion or receive windows, so a block can be (and often is) split over multiple flights.
• The time between each block write is very consistent. Any additional delay in sending a block is compensated for when transmitting subsequent blocks, so that the constant sending rate is maintained overall.
• After packet loss, block sending usually concludes and the congestion window will dominate the sending pattern again. However, once the congestion window has recovered sufficiently, block sending may then resume.
ANALYSIS
To examine YouTube application flow control in more detail, we developed a tool to detect block writes from the flight records for each YouTube flow that we had extracted earlier using libtcpcsm. The block detection algorithm is based heavily on the block properties described in §4, albeit with many refinements to correct misclassifications identified during testing. In basic terms, the algorithm searches for the next flight that could be the start of a block based on the inter-flight gap and flight duration. A block may be made up of multiple flights, so the end of the possible block is determined by searching for either the next loss event or large inter-flight gap. Finally, the potential block is verified as to whether it is a genuine block, i.e. checking that flight sizes, inter-flight gaps, etc. within the block meet expectations. For example, one such criteria is that no individual flight within a block exceeds 64 KB and that the first flight is always the largest flight 2 . The minimum complete block size supported by our tool is 64 KB, as this was the smallest block size observed during our initial analysis. The tool can also detect instances where the server appeared to be sending a block but was interrupted by a loss event before 64 KB was sent. For each block detected, our tool reports the block size, duration, start time, number of prior loss events and the block transmission rate (BTR). The BTR is calculated by dividing the size of the block by the time difference between the start of the block and the start of the next one. If no block immediately follows the current block, the BTR is not reported. Our tool also calculates the median BTR for each flow. As we have defined block sending behaviour as having a consistent transmission rate, our tool requires at least half of the BTR values to be within 2% of the median to report a valid BTR for a flow.
Prevalence of Block Sending
Firstly, we investigated whether block sending behaviour is commonplace in both datasets, producing the results reported in Table 2 . The rate of block sending in the ISP dataset was surprisingly low (only 56.7% compared with 87.6% in the Auckland data), so we investigated the flows that did not block send in greater detail to determine if there was a reason that could prevent the server from employing block sending. First, we used simple deep packet inspection to identify flows that were not FLV video streams and therefore unlikely to be using the YouTube application flow control. This was done by searching for a packet where the first three bytes of payload were "FLV". This was possible because the original trace files had retained four bytes of application payload for each packet.
2 More detail about the algorithm can be found in the source code for the tool, which can be found at http://www.wand. net.nz/~salcock/youtube/. The X-axis has been truncated at 300 KB.
We also attempted to identify flows where the TCP control mechanisms were likely to prevent the sender from block sending in a detectable fashion. For instance, if the receive or congestion windows are too small, a flow will never achieve a sufficient transmission rate for block sending to be apparent. For the purposes of this study, flows where the receive window never exceeded 20 KB were classed as receive window limited. 20 KB was selected as a threshold to exclude all flows that would take more then 3 RTTs to transmit a typical 64 KB block, as most servers would fail to transmit the block before the next one appears in the queue.
Finally, flows that had a high rate of packet loss (we used an arbitrary value of less than 250 KB of new data per loss event as the threshold, based on observations of some obviously lossy flows in our data set) were classed as high loss flows. Table 2 describes the number of flows that matched each of these categories. Ignoring high loss, window limited and non-video flows, we see that the proportion of flows where our analysis tool detected block sending increased to 90.1% for Auckland and 82.8% for the ISP dataset. This suggests that block sending is standard practice for YouTube servers. Figure 2 shows the distribution of block sizes in the Auckland and ISP datasets. 64 KB is easily the most common block size, accounting for 97% of blocks in the Auckland data and 79% of blocks in the ISP data. Block sizes that are a multiple of 64 KB are also prominent in the ISP distribution, mainly due to delays in the path causing multiple 64 KB blocks to be merged and indistinct by the time they reached the passive monitor. Blocks smaller than 64 KB, as observed in the ISP data, were blocks that were interrupted by packet loss before the block was completed. Nearly 10% of all blocks in the ISP data were interrupted in this fashion. Finally, we note that a small proportion of blocks in the Auckland data range between 96 and 128 KB in size. Manual validation has shown that the blocks were correct, but we are yet to find a suitable explanation.
Block Sizes
We believe that the 64 KB block size arises from the video files being stored on servers using the Google File System (GFS) [13] . GFS divides files into 64 MB chunks, which are then further split into 64 KB blocks for checksumming purposes. To maximise performance, a YouTube server reads and writes the 64 KB blocks directly wherever possible, producing the results shown in Figure 2 .
Initial Buffering
We examined the initial buffering period to determine the conditions that must be met for a YouTube server to commence block sending. We deemed the initial buffering period to be over once our analysis tool detected a block (complete or interrupted). There was no consistent flow duration or bytes sent before each flow began block sending, but we did find that there was a strong linear relationship between the number of bytes sent during the buffering phase and the median block transmission rate, as shown in Figure 3 .
Only flows for which we could determine a valid median BTR are represented in Figure 3 . This proved problematic for the ISP dataset, as many blocks were immediately followed by packet loss events that ended block sending (we examine this problem in §5.4), preventing us from calculating the BTR. As a result, only 45% of the 8313 ISP flows are represented in Figure 3(b) . By contrast, 81% of blocksending flows from the Auckland data are shown in Figure 3(a) . We see that video streams utilising a higher bitrate during block sending transmit a proportionately larger amount of data during the buffering phase. The Auckland data has some horizontal banding, which may be due to a minimum block transmission rate being used for some flows.
For each flow, we also divided the initial buffer size by the median BTR to calculate the time that would have been required to transmit the initial buffer using block sending. The distribution of those values is presented in Figure 4 , which shows that the initial buffer was equivalent to 32 seconds of block sending for the vast majority of YouTube flows Figure 4 : CDF of the time needed to transmit the initial buffer for a YouTube flow using the subsequent block sending rate. The X-axis has been truncated at 100 seconds.
in both datasets. This proves that the relationship between the BTR and the initial buffer size depicted in Figure 3 is the same for both Auckland and the ISP, although we have not been able to determine the exact reasoning behind the selection of 32 seconds as a threshold. Figure 5 is a time sequence graph showing part of a flow from the ISP dataset. The first 12 seconds of the flow (which we have mostly omitted) covers the initial buffering period. The first block can be identified by the long pause prior to a large burst of packets. This is immediately followed by a packet loss event, as indicated in the graph, which results in the TCP congestion control reverting to slow start. In this context, a packet loss event refers to a retransmit that leads to TCP loss recovery (either a fast retransmit or a retransmit timeout). Multiple packets may be retransmitted in response to a loss event. Once the congestion window has grown again, there are two more attempts at block sending which are both immediately followed by packet loss as well.
Interaction with TCP
Therefore, we suggest that block sending is responsible for the packet loss, especially given that no loss was observed during the initial buffering phase. The application delays pushing the block onto the TCP stack, meaning that the congestion and receive windows are empty by the time the block is written. As a result, the entire block is transmit- 
Figure 5: A time sequence graph showing a YouTube flow from the ISP dataset. Every attempt at block sending is immediately followed by packet loss.
ted immediately as a burst of packets, effectively creating congestion. The idle time prior to writing the block is not long enough for congestion window reduction [14] to be employed, yet other competing flows may have increased their congestion window in the interim, further contributing to path congestion.
This short-term congestion leads to a much higher probability of packet loss, resulting in otherwise avoidable retransmissions as well as forcing the TCP implementation to reduce the congestion window, lessening the throughput for the video stream until the window recovers (note that this does not necessarily mean that the playback buffer has recovered!). If this problem is widespread, it would suggest that the YouTube application flow control may be detrimental, rather than beneficial, to the client experience and should be re-evaluated by the YouTube developers.
We have used two different definitions to determine if a packet loss event in our datasets was caused by block sending. The first and strictest definition states that a loss event was caused by block sending if preceded by one (and only one) block, similar to the events depicted in Figure 5 . Henceforth, we shall refer to this definition as definition A. The second definition (definiton B) states that if a loss event is preceded by either one or two blocks then it was caused by block sending. The reasoning is that the first block can often be transmitted without packet loss but will still create congestion that leads to the following block being disrupted. Table 3 presents the proportion of loss events and retransmissions that can be attributed to the YouTube application flow control, along with some general statistics about the overall loss and block rates. For this analysis, we have ignored loss events, retransmits and bytes sent prior to the first block observed for each flow, i.e. the initial buffering period. Also, when calculating the number of bytes retransmitted, we have assumed a worst-case scenario of 1500 bytes per retransmitted packet, as this is the MTU commonly employed by YouTube clients.
The results show that, unsurprisingly, loss events and retransmissions are much more common in the ISP data. ISP flows also transmitted fewer blocks than Auckland flows, presumably because the higher loss rate frequently disrupted the block sending process. Up to 40% of all loss events and nearly half of all retransmits in the ISP dataset could be attributed to congestion caused by block sending. This resulted in between 1 and 1.5% of the YouTube traffic in the ISP dataset being retransmitted due to block sending. The impact on the Auckland data was not negligible either; nearly 10% of loss events were attributable to block sending, although the overall proportion of traffic retransmitted was very low. However, this suggests that the bursty nature of block sending can still create congestion even in excellent network conditions. Finally, we examined the block loss rate (BLR), which we defined as the proportion of loss events for a given flow that could be attributed to block sending. Figure 6 is a CCDF showing the distribution of loss events in terms of the BLR of the flow that they occurred in. The Auckland results show that the vast majority of loss events occurred in flows with a low BLR value, meaning that block sending was seldom the leading the cause of packet loss in Auckland flows. A significant proportion of loss events occurred in flows where the BLR was zero, i.e. no loss events could be attributed to block sending.
By contrast, almost all ISP flows have a BLR greater than zero; block sending was responsible for at least one loss in almost every flow where block sending was detected. Also, the impact of block sending is much greater in the ISP dataset compared with Auckland. Using definition B, over 40% of loss events occurred in flows where the BLR is greater than 0.5. This suggests that many residential DSL users would see a significant improvement in YouTube performance if the application flow control was changed to be less bursty.
RELATED WORK
Unsurprisingly, YouTube has been a popular research topic in the Internet measurement community recently. Much of this work has focused on the characteristics of YouTube content, such as file size, bit-rate and popularity. Examples of such work are [4] , [5] , [15] and [16] . By contrast, our research has examined individual YouTube flows in greater detail to investigate how the YouTube content is delivered to clients and characterise the behaviour of the YouTube server application. There is some overlap, though; for instance, our results suggested there is a much broader range of video bitrates than demonstrated previously. We suspect this is due to YouTube supporting a greater variety of video resolutions than when the earlier studies were conducted.
[17] noted that YouTube content delivery is rate limited, with a maximum transfer rate of approximately 1.25 Mbits/s. Our work elaborates on this finding by revealing how the rate limiting is performed and evaluating the effect on streaming performance. The authors of [17] also found that many YouTube transfers achieved low throughput over DSL connections but claimed that the application was not responsible for the poor performance. Our results disagree with the latter claim, as we have found that block sending by the application can cause congestion and packet loss, particularly for DSL clients, which may account for the low throughput observed by [17] . Finally, [10] developed a technique for identifying traffic flows for various video streaming applications, including YouTube. The authors generously provided us with their list of YouTube server IP addresses which we used to create our own datasets.
CONCLUSION
There are two principal conclusions that we draw from this research. Firstly, YouTube implements a previously undocumented form of flow control at the application level, which we call block sending, that operates in addition to traditional TCP flow control mechanisms. We have been able to detect block sending in over 80% of YouTube flows that we examined, from both residential DSL and academic networks. We have also presented research that examines block sending in more detail, showing that the blocks are typically 64 KB in size (matching the block size used by GFS) and that the amount of data sent during the initial buffering period is equivalent to 32 seconds of block sending.
The second conclusion is that block sending can have a detrimental effect on YouTube flow performance, particularly if the client is streaming the video over a congested link. Blocks are typically transmitted as a large burst of packets, creating additional congestion and often leading to packet loss and significantly reduced throughput. Our analysis showed that over 40% of the packet loss events observed by YouTube clients using residential DSL could be attributed to congestion caused by block sending. These loss events resulted in a data retransmission rate of 1.5% of all bytes sent once block sending began. Given the popularity of YouTube, this is a significant quantity of data.
We have presented these results to engineers at YouTube and their parent company, Google. They have acknowledged that this is a legitimate problem and are currently working on modifying the block sending algorithm to be less bursty. We believe that this will offer improved YouTube performance for users and reduce YouTube's bandwidth requirements. The largest improvements will be seen by YouTube clients using congested connections, but well-connected clients should also see some benefit.
